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Abstract

The lifetimes of states with spins 26h̄ � I � 18h̄ in the yrast superdeformed band of192Pb have
been measured using the Doppler shift attenuation method. The results are consistent with a
quadrupole moment〈Q0〉 = 19.6+0.5

−0.4(stat) ± 2.0(sys) eb. This result is comparable with the valu
obtained for SD bands in Pb isotopes withN � 112, but could also be consistent with the sma
quadrupole moment measured in193Pb. Reasons for the apparently lower deformation of SD193Pb
(compared to its heavier neighbours) are considered in the light of total Routhian surface c
tions, and the question of whether a similarly reduced deformation should be expected in192Pb is
addressed.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation for lifetime measurements in superdeformed nuclei

The first evidence for an island of superdeformation around mass numberA ≈ 190
came with the observation of a superdeformed band in191Hg by Moore et al. [1] in 1989
Since then, 83 superdeformed rotational bands have been observed in this mass r
25 isotopes of Au, Hg, Tl, Pb, Bi and Po [2]. It is well established that the superdefo
minimum in this region is associated with the presence ofN = 6 (i13/2) proton andN = 7
(j15/2) neutron intruder orbitals, which are close to the Fermi surface at large deforma
However, the precise order of the orbitals close to the Fermi surface, and whether
the number ofoccupied intruder orbitals polarizes the nuclear shape, is not known.

Unfortunately, the experimental evidence needed to determine the microscopic st
of SD bands has been very limited, mainly because of the difficulty of connecting the S
bands into the normal level scheme. Direct linking transitions between SD and ND s
which allow absolute excitation energies, spins and parities to be established, have b
served in only a handful of cases [3–7] in this mass region. With the exception of an e
band in194Hg [4], all of the SD bands for which excitation energies have been measur
the yrast bands in even–even nuclei, and are therefore associated with the superd
“vacuum” state. The superdeformed states in nuclei withA ≈ 190 occur at sufficiently
low spins that the SD nuclei are strongly affected by pairing correlations, and so th
vacuum is not simply described in a single-particle picture. Thus even where this de
information is available, little light has beenshed on the underlyingnuclear structure.

Uniquely in this mass region, it has been possible to obtain strong evidence for a
ular configuration assignment in those cases whereg-factors can be extracted for signatu
partner bands [8–11]. However, such information is limited to those cases where b
and inter-band transitions are observed: that is, to odd-A nuclei where the valence nucleo
occupies a relatively high-K orbital.

One other way in which information has been gleaned about the underlying s
particle configurations is through the measurement of the lifetimes of the in-ban
perdeformed transitions. With the construction of the high-efficiencyγ -ray detector array
Gammasphere and Euroball, it has been possible to perform comparative measuremen
in which several SD bands are populated via reactions on a single target, and their li
times measured using the Doppler shift attenuation method (DSAM). Such experi
allow the lifetimes of states with comparable properties to be measured with good re
precision, despite the large uncertainty (of the order of 10% [12]) in the stopping po
As the intruder orbitals are primarily responsible for the formation of the superdefo
minimum, it might be expected that the higher the number of intruder orbitals occup

a particular SD band, the larger the nuclear deformation. It was hoped that measurements
of the quadrupole moments of SD bands across an isotopic chain, or of different SD bands
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within the same nucleus, would be sensitive to the polarizing effects of the active ne
and proton single-particle orbitals and would thus provide insight into the configura
supporting different SD bands.

1.2. Comparative lifetime measurements in the A ≈ 190region

Comparative measurementsof the lifetimes of SD bands have been carried out in s
eral nuclei in theA ≈ 190 region of superdeformation. Moore et al. used this metho
measure the lifetimes of yrast and excited SD bands in192Hg and194Hg [13]; Busse et
al. measured the lifetimes of yrast and excited SD bands in192Hg and193Hg [14]; van
Severen et al. measured the lifetimes of the yrast SD bands in each of the Pb isotopes w
neutron number 111� N � 114 [15]; and recently, Rossbach et al. made a simultan
measurement of the lifetimes of yrast and excited SD bands in196Pb [16].

The excited SD bands192Hg, 194Hg and196Pb are based on octupole vibrational sta
[17] and thus the difference in the quadrupole deformation of the zero and one-phon
states should be minimal. The experimental measurements are consistent with the
tional interpretation and thus do not provide information on the shape-polarizing effe
specific orbitals.

The comparative studies of bands in192Hg and193Hg and of yrast SD bands in the P
isotope chain, on the other hand, might be expected to reveal shape-polarizing ef
they are present. The Hg study suggested that the active single-particle orbitals (pr
N = 5 andN = 7 neutron orbitals) have only a small influence on the degree of defo
tion. In contrast, the results of the Pb study suggested that the number of occupiedN = 7
intruder orbitals has a marked effect on the SD deformation. The question of the de
which the SD shape is governed by the occupation of particular single-particle orbi
thus one which deserves further attention.

1.3. DSAM measurement of SD 192Pb

This paper reports on a DSAM measurement of the lifetimes of states in the yras
in 192Pb. The results of this measurement are used to infer an average quadrupo
ment of 19.6+0.5

−0.4 ± 2.0 eb, where the first error reflects the statistical uncertainty in th
measurement and the second the uncertainty due to the stopping powers. This r
comparable with the measured quadrupole moments of the yrast SD bands in Pb i
with N � 112; however, different experimental and analysis conditions between the c
measurement and the previous study of Pb isotopes [15] mean that there is the po
of some systematic difference, and when the uncertainties in the stopping powers ar
into account, the result is also consistent with the measurement of193Pb. The reasons fo
the reduced quadrupole moment in193Pb, and whether or not a reduced quadrupole
ment should also be expected in192Pb, are considered.

2. Experimental details
High-spin states in192Pb were populated in the29Si(168Er, 5n) reaction at a beam en-
ergy of 154 MeV. The beam was provided by the 88” Cyclotron at the Lawrence Berkeley
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National Laboratory. Two targets were used: (i) a 1 mg/cm2 layer of168Er on a 5 mg/cm2

backing layer of Pb and (ii) a self-supporting foil of168Er of thickness 1 mg/cm2. The
targets were placed at the focal point of the Gammasphere multi-detector array [18],
was used to measureγ -ray coincidences. For this experiment, the array consisted of
large-volume escape-suppressed Ge detectors situated at the following angles re
the beam direction: 17.3◦, 31.7◦, 37.4◦, 50.1◦, 58.3◦, 69.8◦, 79.2◦, 80.7◦, 90.0◦, 99.3◦,
100.8◦, 110.2◦, 121.7◦, 129.9◦, 142.6◦, 148.3◦ and 162.7◦. When target (i) was in place
the Pb evaporation residues were slowed and stopped in the Pb backing; when ta
was in place, they recoiled into vacuum. An event was written to tape when at leas
signals were obtained from the Ge detectors after escape suppression. Detector id
tion, incident energy and time (relative to the RF signal of the Cyclotron) were writt
tape. In a measuring time of approximately 3.5 days, a total of 6.3× 108 three- and higher
fold events were collected with target (i) and 2.4× 108 three- and higher-fold events wit
target (ii).

3. Initial analysis

In the offline analysis of the data taken with target (i) (the backed target), triple-
SD spectra were obtained for each of the rings ofdetectors in the array by requiring that at
least three SD transitions were detected in any other detector. Care was taken to ensure
each gate encompassed the full line shape of theγ -ray transition. The gating transition
used in the analysis were the 215, 262, 304, 345, 385, 424, 462 and 499 keV SD tran
Although the last two of these gates overlap withintensely populated transitions of energ
463, 502 and 504 keV in the lower-spin part of the normal level scheme, it was foun
very few contaminant peaks were introduced inthe triple-gated spectrum and, as the ba
is in coincidence with these lower-lying transitions, they were retained as gates. D
gated spectra were also created following the same procedure: these spectra were use
allow a background-subtraction to be carried out. The background-subtracted, triple
spectra obtained in this manner for the two rings of detectors atθ = 37◦ andθ = 142◦ are
shown in Fig. 1, along with the SD level scheme. The stopped peaks from the low
part of the level scheme fed by the decay of the SD band are visible in these spectra at 5
504, 565 and 854 keV.

In order to carry out a DSAM analysis, it is necessary to know what fraction of the
ulation of each level is due to side-feeding. Because of the large width of the higher-ene
peaks in the backed-target data and the resulting overlap with transitions in other p
the level schemes, the intensity profile of the band (and thus the intensity of side-fee
each level) was obtained from the data obtained with target (ii) (the self-supporting target
Measurement of the intensity profile of the band in these data proved more straig
ward, since the SD transitions were better separated from contaminants and the re
multiple-peak fits were more reliable. In addition, the better separation of the peaks m
possible to use double-gated spectra, and the associated higher statistics allowed t

surement of a more accurate intensity profile. A spectrum obtained by doubling gating on
the SD band in these data is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Background-subtracted triple-SD-gated spectra detected at angles ofθ = 142◦ (upper panel) andθ = 37◦
(lower panel) with respect to the beamdirection. Peaks belonging to the SD band are marked with their unshifte
energies. The vertical dashed lines indicate the positions of these energies. The level scheme of the S
shown on the right-hand side, indicating the spins of the levels connected by eachγ ray.

Fig. 2. Double-gated spectrum obtained from the thin-target data. Gates have been set on all double com
tions of the 262, 304, 345 and 385 keV SD transitions. In-band SD transitions are marked with their energi
Transitions marked with stars are from low-lying levels in192Pb which are fed by the decay of the SD band.

4. Lifetimes analysis

In previous DSAM measurements in this mass region, two methods have bee
to extract the lifetimes of states within the SD bands. At high spins, where the SD
is directly populated and the transition energies are relatively high, the levels dec
tremely rapidly and the corresponding peaks contain only a fully-shifted compone

these circumstances, a centroid-shift approach is appropriate: such measurements have
been carried out for the yrast bands in the heavier Pb isotopes withN = 111–114 [15,
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16]. At lower spins, where the transition energies are lower and thus the lifetimes long
a lineshape analysis is required. In this region, the peaks contain contributions from
shifted, partially-shifted and, towards the bottom of the band, fully-stopped compo
Because of the greater fissility of this neutron-deficient nucleus, the band was only w
populated at high spins, and thus all observed transitions were in this latter region. It wa
thus not possible to perform a centroid-shift analysis in the present work. A lines
analysis was employed to measure the lifetimes of the states in the yrast SD ban
spins 26̄h � I � 18h̄ (at lower spins, no lineshape could be observed and theγ -ray peaks
contain only fully-stopped components).

Level lifetimes were extracted using a code based on that of Wells and Johnso
The analysis was carried out in three steps:

(i) Monte Carlo simulations of the “slowing histories” of192Pb recoils in the Er targe
and Pb backing were performed. Five thousand such histories were produced
ning a total of 2.16 ps in steps of 1.2 fs. The simulation included multiple scatte
electronic and nuclear stopping effects. The stopping powers were calculated
the tables of Ziegler [20].

(ii) The resulting velocity distributions were combined with the detector geometri
produce theoretical lineshapes for all decay times and all angles.

(iii) The theoretical lineshapes were combined with information abouttransition energies
side-feeding models, and side-feeding intensities; the resulting lineshapes wer
to the triple-gated spectra for different rings of detectors in aχ2-minimization.

The side-feeding was modelled by rotational cascades with a moment of inertia t
same as the SD band at rotational frequencyh̄ω ≈ 0.2 MeV (�(2) = 100 h̄2/MeV). This
model was chosen on the assumption that the yrast SD band will be predominan
from excited states within the SD well. It was found that variations in the choice o
moment of inertia of up to 20% had a negligible effect on the results. The results
more sensitive to the number of transitions in the cascade—the cascade length giv
minimumχ2 and adopted in the final analysis was two, which is smaller than the le
adopted in DSAM analyses of other SD bands in Hg and Pb isotopes. The shorte
feeding cascades may be explained by the higher fissility of this neutron-deficient n
compared to the heavier neighbours and the lower-Z mercury isotopes. This results
a reduced cross-section at high spins. The spectra shown in Figs. 1 and 2 indica
the population of states in the SD band drops very rapidly with increasing spin, a
competition from fission increases.

Due to the overlap of some of the SD transitions with transitions in the normal part
decay scheme, it was also necessary to include ND stopped peaks in the fitting proced
for all SD transitions except the 535 keV and 345 keVγ rays. Transitions at 502 and 50
keV, originating from low-spin transitions in the normal decay of192Pb, were included
in the fit to the 499 keV 24+ → 22+ SD transition. Similar transitions at 463 keV a
383 keV were included in the fit to the 462 keV and 385 keV SD transitions, respec
A 416 keV transition associated with190Hg and brought into the spectra by the 262, 3

385 and 535 keV gates was included in the fit to the 424 keV SD transition. The centroids of
these peaks were measured in spectra which were not gated on the SD band. These values
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were used as input into the subsequent lineshape fits, and the intensities of the s
contaminants were free parameters.

Once the information regarding side-feeding and contaminant peaks was estab
the fit to the data was carried out with the in-band and side-feeding quadrupole mom
free parameters. In all cases, the theoreticalcurves were fitted to data from detectors at fi
angles (θ = 31.7◦, 37.4◦, 142.6◦, 148.3◦ and 162.7◦) simultaneously.

Initially, the lifetime of each level was fitted individually. The lifetime of the 535 keV
(26+ → 24+) SD transition was fitted first, and the results of this fit were used as inp
fitting the lifetime of the subsequent 499 keV (24+ → 22+) SD transition. This procedur
was repeated iteratively for all transitions down to the 345 keV (16+ → 14+) γ ray. In
this process, it was found that the best fits were obtained when the side-feeding qua
momentQsf was equal to or about 10% less than the in-band quadrupole momentQt . It
was also found that the lifetime of the lowest level included in the fit could not be meas

Following this, the lifetimes of all levels were fitted simultaneously, starting with
26+ level and adding the lower-lying levels until all states were included. When the
feeding and in-band quadrupole moments were both treated as free parameters, th
differed significantly for the 462 and 424 keV transitions. However, the fits to these
in the simultaneous fit procedure is complicated by the need to fit fully-stopped ND
which overlap with the partially-shifted SD lines. The 462 keV transition is fed by
499 keV transition, which must be fitted using a multi-peak fit due to its overlap with
strong ND 502 and 504 keV transitions. Similarly, the 462 keV SD transition itself ove
with an intense, fully-stopped ND peak. This resulted in large uncertainties and
minima in theχ2 surface. Thus as a final step, all transitions were fitted simultane
but with constant, fixedQsf. The fit was repeated for values ofQsf between 15 and 24 e
in steps of 0.1 eb. The best fit was obtained withQsf = 19.0 eb, but theχ2 was found to
be very flat for values between 17.8 and 20.1 eb. The SDQt values were then determine
by a simultaneous fit to all levels in the SD band in the region 26h̄ � I � 18h̄. Examples
of the lineshapes obtained in this way are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

5. Results

The Qt values obtained in this analysis are given in Table 1. This final fit, in w
all parameters were fixed to previously-fitted values except for the transition lifet
resulted inχ2

ν=749= 1.04.
Measurements of the lifetimes of the lowest levels in other SD bands in this mass

[21] indicate that the deformation is constant to the lowest observed spins. Assum
constant deformation here, the values ofQt given in Table 1 are consistent withQt =
19.6+0.5

−0.4 eb, where the errors reflect the statistical uncertainty in the weighted averag
uncertainty in the stopping powers contributean additional 10% systematic error. Desp
this uncertainty, it is interesting to compare the present result with the quadrupole mo

measured for the heavier isotopes [15], particularly since the stopping material in that work
was also Pb, and the same stopping powers [20] were also used.
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Fig. 3. Fits of theoretical lineshapes to the 424 and 462keV transitions. Fits to contaminant/stopped transitio
are indicated by long-dashed lines; fits to the shifted SD transitions are shown by short-dashed lines; total fits
indicated by filled circles.

6. Discussion

6.1. Previous interpretation of the SD Pb quadrupole moments
In their comparative measurement of the lifetimes of the yrast SD bands in193Pb to
196Pb, van Severen et al. [15] found remarkably consistent quadrupole moments ofQt ≈
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Fig. 4. Fits of theoretical lineshapes to the 499and 535 keV transitions. (See caption to Fig. 3).

Table 1
Values ofQt obtained for levels in the yrast SD band in192Pb

Spin of initial level (̄h)

26 24 22 20 18
Qt (eb) 19.0+0.68
−0.67 19.2+1.14

−0.7 21.61+1.48
−1.3 20.86+1.56

−1.49 21.64+3.05
−2.61
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19.5–20.1 eb for all isotopes with massN � 112. The value obtained for193Pb, however
was measured to be significantly less than the heavier neighbours, withQt = 17.3(7) eb.
This difference (around 15%) is much larger than the 4% statistical uncertainty in the
surements of the individual moments. The reduction in the deformation was attributed to
smaller number of intruder orbitals occupied in the lighter nucleus. In that work, intr
orbital configuration assignments were suggested such that in193Pb, only one signatur
of the 72 pair (described as of[761]3/2 origin) is occupied, whereas both signatures
occupied in all the heavier isotopes.

6.2. Total Routhian surface calculations and the second minimum in the Pb isotopes

In a naive single-particle interpretation, one would therefore expect the lowest-e
yrast state in192Pb to involve occupation of neither signature of the 72 orbital. If this were
the case, and the intruder-orbital occupation was the determining factor, it would b
pected that this lightest isotope would also have a reduced quadrupole moment, p
even smaller than that of193Pb. However, it is well-established that pairing is importan
the SD bands in this mass region [22] and thus explanations which do not take pairin
account are not appropriate. In order to fully understand the reduction inQt observed in
193Pb, and to establish whether a reducedQt should be expected in192Pb, we have investi
gated the potential energy surfaces and quasi-particle configurations in the Pb isotopes w
110� N � 114. Total Routhian surface (TRS) calculations employing a Woods–Saxo
tential were performed for the vacuum configurations of192Pb,194Pb and196Pb, and for the
negative parity single-quasineutron configurations in193Pb and195Pb. The TRS method i
described in detail elsewhere [23]; in essence, the total Routhian of the nucleus for a
quasiparticle configuration is minimized with respect to the deformation parameteβ2,
β4, andγ , at steps in rotational frequencyω, resulting in a TRS for each frequency. Ea
TRS has a well-defined parity and signature, but no other quantum numbers are conserv
Examples of the resulting surfaces calculated at rotational frequencies corresponding
spins of≈ 25h̄ in the SD minimum are shown in Fig. 5.

The second minimum responsible for the SD states is clearly visible in each case clo
to β2 = 0.475. In196Pb, a minimum is evident atβ2 ≈ 0.475 ath̄ω = 0.0 which becomes
yrast at spins in the SD well aroundI = 50h̄. In 195Pb, this minimum moves to lowe
deformation at the highest spins, withβ2 decreasing to 0.44 byI = 70h̄, but the deforma
tion remains stable over the spins in which the SD bands are observed experiment
194Pb, the second minimum is calculated to occur at the marginally larger deformation o
β2 = 0.485, and as in theN = 114 case, the deformation remains remarkably stable ove
all rotational frequencies. In192Pb and193Pb, although the SD minimum (atβ2 ≈ 0.475) is
visible ath̄ω = 0.0, it is significantly shallower than in the heavier isotopes. In193Pb, this
minimum stays at the same deformation to the highest calculated rotational freque
whereas for192Pb the calculations suggest that the deformation is reduced toβ2 ≈ 0.43 by
I ≈ 50h̄, where the minimum becomes yrast. However, as the SD band in this nucl
not populated aboveI ≈ 40h̄ in the reaction used in this work, the observed SD band

be assumed to correspond to the region where the deformation is stable andβ2 ≈ 0.47 (3%
less than in194Pb). The positions of the superdeformed minima obtained in these calcu-
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Fig. 5. Examples of the results of the TRS calculations performed for the Pb isotopes with 110� N � 114.
Surfaces are shown for each isotope for spins close toI = 25h̄. The contours spacing is 200 keV.

lations thus suggest no significant change in the deformation of the yrast SD states
neutron number decreases.

Calculations of the quasiparticle orbitals close to the Fermi surface of these nu

β2 = 0.47 have also been performed, using the methods described in Refs. [24,25]. These
show that the orbitals which are closest to the Fermi surface are the 72 state (which is
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predominantly of 3/2−[761] character, but has a large admixture of 5/2−[752]); the 73
state (a highly mixed state with large admixtures of 1/2−[770] and 3/2−[761] states); and
the 5/2−[512] and 7/2−[514] orbitals off7/2 andh9/2 origin.

Arguments based on experimental moments of inertia, Routhians and signature
ting have been used to identify the yrast SD band in193Pb with the single quasineutro
3/2−[761] excitation [15,16], meaning that the single neutron occupies the favoure
nature of the 72 pair. This assignment is the foundation of the interpretation of the lo
deformation as being due to the occupation of fewer intruder orbitals. However, this
tradicts the results of the TRS calculations above, and in any case may be an unreal
expectation. One might expect that the minimum become shallower (and conseq
softer) with decreasing neutron number, asthe Fermi surface moves further from t
intruder orbitals and the probability of scattering into them by the pairing interactio
comes smaller. This is indeed what is observed in the TRS calculations. When the SD
have spinI ≈ 25h̄, the minimum atβ2 ≈ 0.47 has a depth of around 1.8 MeV in 194Pb; this
reduces to 1.5 MeV 193Pb and still further to 1.1 MeV in 192Pb. In193Pb, the occupation
of only one signature of the 72 pair blocks scattering into that pair, and thus the well-de
is decreased. In192Pb, the increasing distance from the Fermi surface of both the 72 and
73 orbitals results in a decreased probability of scattering into those orbitals by the p
interaction, thus lowering their occupation probability and again reducing the depth
SD well. However, as noted above, the minimum remains centred at almost the sameβ2 in
each case. That is, a shallower well should not result in a lower deformation in the ab
of any other influences on the nuclear shape.

6.3. A third minimum in the Pb isotopes with N � 112

It is therefore necessary to investigate other possible causes for the significant re
in the quadrupole moment observed for193Pb compared to the heavier neighbours, and
to determine whether a “normal” or “reduced” superdeformation should be observed
192Pb. Closer inspection of the potential energy surfaces shown in Fig. 5 shows that
isotopes withN � 112 a third minimum develops atβ2 ≈ 0.33,γ ≈ 20◦. This minimum
first appears as a shallow “spur” off the SD minimum aroundh̄ω = 0.32 in the even-N
nuclei andh̄ω = 0.24 in the odd-N nucleus, corresponding to SD states withI = 20h̄. In
all three cases, it gradually deepens and becomes better defined with increasing rotation
frequency. In the region over which the DSAM measurements of the quadrupole mo
are made, the minimum is somewhat better developed in193Pb. This minimum does no
appear in the calculations for the heavier isotopes at any frequency.

The orbitals close to the Fermi surface atβ2 = 0.33,γ = 20◦ are the same 5/2−[512]
and 7/2−[514] orbitals which are close to the Fermi surface for the SD shape. It is thus
sible that mixing between states with a strongN = 5 component in this minimum and th
SD minimum could affect the deformation of the SD bands. This effect might be exp
to be least profound in194Pb, where the SD minimum is deepest and the third minim
very shallow. The relative depths of the two minima in192Pb and193Pb are similar, and
thus a reduced deformation might be expected in both of these lighter nuclei, but th

minimum is most pronounced in193Pb and so the effect in each of these two nuclei will be
somewhat different. It should again be noted that the TRS calculations are performed for
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fixed rotational frequency—in order to make a more quantitative assessment of the
of the third minimum, calculations performed for fixed spin are required. Detailed ca
tions of this nature, which are beyond the scope of the current work, would be requ
order to predict precise deformations in each of these three cases. However, the p
of this third minimum does suggest a possible factor which, combined with the decre
stability of the SD minimum, might cause a significant reduction in the deformation o
SD nucleus.

In summary, the transition quadrupole moment of the yrast SD band in192Pb has
been measured using the DSAM lineshape technique. The result is consistent with
stant quadrupole moment ofQt = 19.6+0.5

−0.4, where the errors refer only to the statistic
uncertainty. Because of the additional systematic uncertainty, it is not possible to
mine whether this value is similar to those of the heavier Pb isotopes withN � 112, or
whether it is more like that of theN = 111 neighbour. Woods–Saxon calculations h
been performed with the aim of understanding the deformations of the superdef
Pb isotopes. These calculations do not indicate a lessening of theβ2 associated with
the SD minimum with decreasingN in the Pb isotopes. However, they reveal the pr
ence of a third minimum, atβ2 = 0.33, γ = 20◦, in the isotopes withN = 110, 111 and
112. It is suggested that this minimum, combined with the relative softness of th
minimum, may contribute to the reduction of the deformation in193Pb compared to th
heavier neighbours. In order to understand the interaction of the different minima,
detailed calculations, in which the potentialsare calculated at fixed spin, are needed
is not clear whether a similar reduction should also be expected in192Pb. The curren
data are not sufficient to determine whether the quadrupole moment of SD192Pb is the
same as, or less than, that of isotopes withN � 112. A simultaneous measurement
the moments of SD192Pb, 193Pb and194Pb is required if this is to be accurately det
mined.
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